
Suspiro Jewels launches new collection
"Golden Touch"
Suspiro known for offering unique and authentic handmade jewelry in polymer clay and metal, brings
a collection that honors the strengthening of femininity.

COIMBRA, PORTUGAL, September 10, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Andreia Ferreira, founder and
designer of Suspiro, launches its new jewelry collection on September 14, 2018.

In this collection composed of ten models with romantic touches highlighted in gold, each piece
is made individually by the artist. Andreia Ferreira makes this collection of feminine jewelry a
sensation.

"I'm very excited to launch this collection," says Andreia Ferreira, founder and designer of
Suspiro. "I work for women who want to highlight their look with a modern and romantic touch.
This collection is sure to make them sigh!"

Golden Touch is a collection full of symbolism, honoring the strengthening of femininity.
They are jewels for the woman who loves herself and is proud of what she is and therefore
wants to pamper herself to celebrate her small and great achievements in life.
The flowers that symbolize the femininity and the arabesques that symbolize the ideas (that take
us forward) are highlighted with golden, the color of success. This collection has the perfect
jewels to make all occasions special.

In this fantastic collection, the author worked with polymer clay, brass, crystals and faceted glass.
It includes pieces in shades of gold, red, green and blue that not only meet the trends of the
season but were chosen for their symbolism. Some designs, include high and low relief giving
the collection an original and authentic romantic look.

The collection "Golden Touch" has prices ranging from 12€ (~14$) to 65€ (~75$) and is released
on September 14, 2018, exclusively on Suspiro's website (www.suspirobyaf.com). It is a limited
collection and is expected to sell out until the end of the season.

ABOUT SUSPIRO

Suspiro, launched by Andreia Ferreira in 2012, is a brand of romantic jewelry for modern women.
Offering bold jewelry with a subtle touch, designed and made by the artist, the polymer clay is
the material that stands out, which gives lightness and comfort to wear throughout the day.

www.suspirobyaf.com

Follow Suspiro:
Facebook - www.facebook.com/suspirobyaf
Instagram - www.instagram.com/suspiro_by_af
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